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l SECI!ICN 1.0 - S14MLRYIi
This report provides information and background concerning the potential

application of the Marine Seismic System's (MSS) seismic and deploymzent

jtechnology to future Department of Defense/U.S. Navy operations. The MSS '81,

'82 and '83 operations have verified the capability to 1) effectively obtainI short and medium period seismic data from within a deep ocean emplaced

borehole and 2) deploy large sensitive instrument packages into emplacedJ reentry boreholes at water depths of 20,000 feet. Technical considerations

involved with the reentry borehole emplacement and borehole package deployment

are discussed. Potential single developuent site tests and multiple

operational stations considerations are also reviewed. ROM costs for these

possible projected test demonstrations are provided.
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SECTICN 2.0 - ODNQ.SI(4S

Based upon the technology developed jointly by the National Science

Foundation's (SF) Deep Sea Drilling Program (DSDP) and the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency's (DIRPA) MSS Program, a variety of deepwater

borehole large instrument applications could now be scheduled. An 8-inch,

3,300 pound seismameter has been successfully deployed into a borehole at a

depth of 19,000 feet. Potentially, instrument packages measuring up to 24

inches in diameter and weighing 10,000 to 20,000 pounds can now be deployed

into encased reentry boreholes. These reentry borehole can be drilled and

emplaced 1,000 to 2,000 feet below the seabed in water depths of 20,000 feet.

The borehole instrument packages would be initially deployed utilizing a

drillstring reentry technique. Associated seabed positioned or subsea buoy

type recording packages can also be deployed at these water depths. Both

borehole and recording instrument packages are also recoverable, if desired.

Future programs could also consider deployment of new instruments into

existing boreholes without the use of a dynamic positioned drillship. This

would require development of either a cable guideline or cable guided "fly-in"

capability. The basic technology for either approach is available but has not

been specifically demonstrated for deepwater applications. Development would

take 1 to 2 years for the cable guideline and 2 to 3 years for a cable guided

fly-in deployment technique.

A shallow water test deployment of an existing 8 inch diameter seismometer at

depths of about 2,000 feet would require approximately 20 at-sea days at a

cost of approximately $2 million. A similar deepwater test deployment at

depths of about 15,000 feet would require approximately 30 at-sea days to
accomplish and would cost approximately $6 million. These estimates exlude

any specialized instrumentation development, data evaluation or management

costs.

Installation of an 8 to 12 station, multiple deepwater site, operational

deployment program could be accomplished within a year. Such an undertaking

would be an extensiv program employing sophisticated communications

[
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elements. Typical costs associated with only the deployment would be about

$37 million including ship charter operations, deployment equiipment, planningJ and engineering.
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SECTION 3.0 - PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The MSS Program focused on developing a sensitive seismic Borehole

Instrumentation Package (BIP) plus the associated support equipment which can

be deployed into the basalt layer of the ocean floor in water depths to

20,000 feet. Deep boreholes were drilled and cased through the sediment and

into the basalt layer by utilizing standard deep ocean drilling techniques and

equipment which have been developed during the NSF-sponsored DSDP. The

dynamically positioned drillship Glomar Challenger, operated by Global Marine

Drilling Company (GMDC), was the vessel utilized for the program. Deployment

was accomplished by lowering to the ocean floor a BIP mounted within a reentry

sub at the lower end of a drillstring. The reentry sub incorporated a sonar

controlled reentry tool which guided the BIP into a reentry cone which had

previously been installed over the borehole as shown in Figure 3-1. The

standard DSDP procedures were modified to accommodate the MSS configurations.

The major operational elements of the overall MSS Deployment Program are

summarized as follows:

0 MSS '81

The MSS equipment was mobilized in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and was

installed on the Glomar Challenger, which departed for the test

site on 14 March 1981. The reentry site was located in the

mid-Atlantic at a depth of 14,712 feet. Within 75 hours, the

Glomar Challenger emplanted and recovered a BIP using an existing

DSDP borehole. The at-sea-test demonstration was successfully

completed on 30 March 1981. Feasibility of the BIP deployment

concept (using the drillstring reentry technique) and of the

basic capabilities of the seismic sensor when deployed in the

deep ocean borehole was successfully demonstrated.

M ?SS '82

In August-September 1982, the Glomar Challenger crew attempted to

drill a reentry borehole and to emplace a Configuration I BIP at[ a Northwest Pacific site. A 30-day special DARPA operation leg

- "Phase V Marine Seismic System (MSS) Deployment, Final Report," Report No.

MSSA04-SYS-RO01, Rev. 0, December 1983.
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I
had been scheduled to deploy the BIP and the associated

Installation, Recovery and Reinstallation (IRR) mooring equipment

in 18,100 feet water depth. Due to adverse weather conditions

and equipment malfunctions, drilling of the reentry borehole

could not be successfully accomplished within the time period

allotted. Deployment of a smaller, through-the-pipe seismometer

with its 60-day recording package was achieved.

o MSS '83

The MSS '83 operation was conducted at a new DARPA site in the

South Pacific in January 1983. The Glomar Challenger transited to

the site and emplanted a cased reentry borehole in approximately

18,500 feet of water. The BIP was deployed, and 5 days of

seismic testing was accomplished. Subsequently, the Bottom

Processing Package (BPP) and its associated IRR mooring system
were then successfully deployed. During March 1983, the RV

Melville returned to the DARPA site and successfully recovered

the BPP and redeployed a dummy BPP.

Subsequent evaluations of the MSS data have indicated that 1) the noise level

in the boreholes is lower, by approximately 30 dB, than corresponding Ocean

Bottom Seismometer (OBS) readings, and 2) the shock levels for drillstring

reentry were considerably below the defined lOG requirements. A broad band of

seismic signals, down to 0.1 cps, can be accurately recorded. The

seismometers were also able to detect ship noises over a very extended range.

Based upon this information, sensitive borehole instruments up to probably

24 inches in diameter can be confidently deployed and recovered from deepwater

emplaced boreholes. The borehole sites can be potentially emplaced in most

ocean areas, but particular attention must be directed to specific weather,

current and seabed geologic conditions. The associated deepwater recording

packages and mooring systems can also be installed, as required.

There are of course many factors to be specifically considered. The following

potential problems need to be fully evaluated for each site:

0 • Drill String Failure

* Drill Out of Difficult Formations
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* Drill String Dynamics

* Cable Overtension

e Cable Entanglement

* Reentry Shock Loadings

* Reentry Positioning

* Package Release

C 3-4
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SECTION 4.0 - DEP OCEAN SEISMDMETERS

4.1 GENERAL

A variety of seismcmeters could be potentially applied to deep ocean

borehole applications. However, for this study, data is only

presented for the most applicable units based upon seismic

capabilities, configuration limitations, associated software and

experience.

4.2 GEOTECH-TELEDYNE SEISMDMETERS

A range of potential seismcmeters produced by Geotech-Teledyne can be

considered for any future MSS type application. Table 4.1 summarizes

the sensors which all have been under development and/or are in use

for various U.S. seismic programs.

The seismic equipment consists primarily of a Borehole

Instrumentation Package, (BIP) , and Shipboard Test Console (STC) ,

Electromechanical (EM) cable and a Bottom Processor Package (BPP).

Figure 4-1 is a simplified block diagram showing only the BIP, ELM

cable, and STC.

The primary function is to collect seismic data in an ocean bottom

borehole. Thus, the BIP consists of a primary set of seismic

sensors. Secondary sensors to aid in the installation, operation and

maintenance of the BIP include accelerometers to record shock levels

encountered during shipboard handling and deployment, and

temperature, pressure, and state of health sensors to aid in

operational analysis and maintenance. Sensor data is preconditioned

and digitized by the appropriate analog to digital converter, all

data merged into a serial digital data stream, frequency shift key

(PSK) encoded and transmitted over the EM cable to the STC. The STC

demultiplexes the data and displays via analog strip chart recorders,

light emitting diode (LED) status panels and/or cathode ray tube

(CRT) displays under operator control.

[
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In parallel with the real time display, all data is recorded via mass

storage devices (FM magnetic tape). The BPP (not shown in the

diagram) provides long term data collection and storage in an

unattended operating mode. The BPP is connected to the EM cable in

place of the STC for final deployment. The same basic pressure

vessel packages could be provided for the 531000/44000 unit.

The 44000 sensor could also be packaged within an approximate 4.25 OD

pressure vessel configuration. Two separate 12 foot long packages

would be involved.

4.3 OCEAN SUBBOT'OM SEISMOMETERVI/

The Ocean Subbottom Seismometer (OSS) system developed by the Hawaii

Institute of Geophysics (RIG) consists of a borehole package,

recording package and recovery system. The borehole package is a

3-7/8 inches diameter by 8.2 foot length pressurized container

enclosing a 3 geophone seismometer, auxiliary sensors, signal

electronics, multiplex, A/D converter, telemetry and power

conditioning electronics. The present configuration has three short

period geophones, two bubble tilt meters, plus temperature sensors

which are multiplexed into 16 data channels. Three 4.5 Hz Geopack

geophones are presently used, but other configurations are possible.

The recording package consists of two aluminum tubes, each 6 feet

long. One tube contains D cell batteries to supply approximate 60

days of power, and the other tube contains electronics including 5

cassette tape recorders. The recovery subsystem consists of a

polypropylene rope attached to a releasable anchor.

The system reportedly has a +0.6 micro V to 2.5 V capability,

covering a dynamic range of 138 dB. A variable AGC system is used to

accommodate the 40 dB dynamic range of analog tape recorders. Four

tracks of data can be recorded.

l/ Isolated Sensor Ocean Bottom Seismometer, D. Byrne, et al., Marine
Geophysical Researcher, 5 (1983) 437-449; and the Ocean Subbottom
Seaismometer, F. Duennebier and G Blackenton, CRC Handbook of Geophysical
Exploration at Sea.
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ISECTIO 5.0 - PLO)E1 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

5.1 INTRODUCTI ON

An alternative to (the through the drillstring) instrument deployment

has been recently developed. The original approach involves drilling K.
an uncased borehole into the sediment/basalt formation and then,

without recovery, deploying the seismmeter with its attached EM

cable through the drillstring's internal bore. This requires

subsequent stripping out the EM cable from the drillstring before

deployment of a recording capability. In this approach, the

seismometer package is limited by the pipe ID.

The recently developed approach requires drilling out and emplacing

an encased borehole followed by deployment of the seismcmeter and its

attached EM cable carried down at the bottom end of the drillstring.

Several successive reentries are generally required. Upon release of

the seismometer and EM cable, the recording package can then be

installed. Table 5.1 summarizes the general considerations of both

concepts.

5.2 DRILLSTRING CHAMCrERISTICS

Within the foreseeable near future, only a small range of drillstring

configurations can be practically considered for deep ocean (20,000

feet) operations. The size range is between 5 to 6-5/8 inches

(nominal) based upon the available American Petroleum Institute (API)

drill pipe sections. Smaller drillpipe sections cannot support the

necessary weight or drilling function-. Larger sections would need

to be specially made up from casing sections, would require new

joints, and probably would require extensive shipboard handling

L capabilities.

A variety of considerations are involved with selection of a specific

drillstring configuration. The drilling is accomplished by the

[
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TABLE 5.1

DflLOYMNTr CCNCEPT CONSIERATIONS

THROUGH THE DRILLSTRING:

* Package diameter constrained by drillstring ID

* Only one drillstring trip required

* Minimal extra handling equipment

* EM cable must be stripped out of drillstring

* Recovery of instruments may not be possible

* Possible limit to penetration depth in basalt

DRILLSTRING REENTRY:

* Multiple drillstring trips and reentries required

* No practical package limits up to about 24 inches dia

* Special subsea and shipboard handling equipment

* Recovery of borehole package possible

* Possible redeployment of new instrument into borehole

* Cased or uncased borehole can be provided

i
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ocean drilling and emplacement applications, the system' s resonance

and damping characteristics become of critical importance under even

moderate weather conditions. Table 5.2 defines basic capabilities of

four different drillstrings at three total depths. K
Most existing DP drillships can accommodate 4, 5 or 5-1/2 inch pipe

strings. A 6-5/8 inch drillstring will most probably require some

modification to the drillship's pipe racker, derrick pipe handling,

and power drilling subsystems. Basically, the drillships will all

have sufficient derrick load capabilities.

The previous MSS deployment operations have indicated the need for

drillstring heave compensation for operations at the deepest water

depth. Where weather conditions are severe or allotted time is

short, heave compensations of some type are definitely required. T-

heave compensation can be active or passive, with an active system

being more desirable.

Of particular importance is the need for accurate pipe string load

measurements. The equipment for such measurements must be able to

record both static and dynamic load indication. Quite often it can

be expected that operations will be near the limits of the pipe,
particularly when all combined loadings are taken into account. Such

data should be correlated with computerized load evaluation taking

into account both axial and lateral dynamic effects.

5.3 RENTRY BOREHOLES

Over the past 13 years the DSDP has developed a remarkably successful

reentry borehole technology. This technology has been demonstrated

in over 50 sites under varying depths and geologic conditions. The

basic reentry borehole guided cone assembly is shown in Figure 5-1.li 
This particular assembly is designed to provide a 16 inch surface

conductor casing plus an interface with the 11-3/4 inch casing. The

reentry cone and surface conductor are basically washed down into the

top seabed sediment. Subsequently, the lower portions of the

5-3
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ITABLE 5.2

MSS DRILL STRING COMPARISON

DRILL STRING 4 INCH1 5 INCH 5-1/2 INCH 6-5/8 INCH

ID (inches) 3.34 4.25** 4.50** 5.00

Joint OD (inches) 4.5 7.5 7.5 8

I (inch) 6.5 14.3 21.6 32.4

Dry Wt Per Ft (H/Tt) 15.6 19.50 24.7 25.2
*S Load Capacity (Lbs) 514,000 712,000 895,000 881,000

*•DS Torque Capacity (Ft/Lbs) 36,320 64,210 88,240 110,090

Drill Power Capacity 86 151 192 240

(120 "~M) Ft/Lbs

Mud Velocity 18.5 11.3 11.3 8.1

(500 GPM) Ft/Sec

BHK Weight (Ibs) 40,000 50,000 60,000 90,000

Topside DS Weight (Lbs) 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000

TYPI(hL HOOK LCADS

2,000 Feet (Lbs) 98,000 115,000 135,000 175,000

10,000 Feet (Lbs) 208,000 250,000 305,000 350,000

20,000 Feet (Lbs) 341,000 425,000 525,000 575,000

High strength S-135 drillstring
** Special tool joint

I IiI
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I
borehole are successively drilled out and encased. Typically, the

solid basalt regions are not cased. These latter operations usually

employ drillstring trips and reentries.

This depicted borehole arrangement can accommodate an instrument with

a diameter up to 9 inches. Greater diameter packages would require

larger entry borehole diameters plus associated casing strings. A 24

inch package would probably need an approximate 36 inch surface

conductor.

Drilling requirements would obviously be increased. A large "Big

Hole" land drilling technology exists with capabilities up to 96 inch

diameters and can be transferred with some restrictions to ocean

riserless drilling.

5.4 SUBSEA CEPLOYKENT EQUIPMENT

The external drillstring reentry deployment requires the use of a

comprehensive Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) which performs the following

functions:

* Supports the seismometer or instrument package during initial

deployment to the seabed

* Guides the reentry sonar tool during reentry

* Guides the drillstring into the reentry cone using a stinger

" Centers over and releases the seismumeter into the borehole

" Guides the EM cable during final lowering

* Interconnects with the drillstring through appropriate bumper

subs and transition elements

The BHA measures approximately 150 feet in length and can weigh

50,000 to 75,000 pounds. The custom lower reentry subassembly

portion must be constructed to support and release instrument

packages and to interface with the borehole reentry cone. The upper

elements are generally standardized oil field components.

5-6



5.5 SHIPBCRD HANDLING EQUIPMENT

The deployment of sensitive instruments does not really require

extensive equipment. The most expensive single element is the EM

winch. This winch must be capable of handling 20,000 to 40,000 feet K
of EKM cable. Along with the EM cable there is the additional

handling of the specialized mooring line, if required.

For the external drillstring deployment, an A-Frame, an associated

heave compensator, idler wheel, cable tension and cable payment

measurement devices are required. All the above equipment can also

be designed to handle the deployment of the subsea recording package

plus associated mooring equipment. Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show a

portion of a typical installation on the Glamar Challenger.

A through the pipe deployment requires an additional cable stripping

equipment which is used to strip off the drillpipe from around the EM

cable during recovery of the drillstring.

5.6 REa)VERY/REDEP LOYMNT CONS IE RAT ICNS -/

The reentry borehole concept affords the advantage of recovery and

subsequent redeployment of another instrument package into the

borehole. This capability could potentially be accomplished without

the use of a dynamic positioned drillship. What would be required is

the development of either a guided line reentry system or a fly-in

reentry system. The deep ocean guided cable capability could

possibly be available within 1 to 2 years. Development of the fly-in

capability would probably take 2 to 3 years.

The guided cable reentry system is certainly the easiest to develop

but has certain failure modes associated with entanglement which may

limit its practical utility. The fly-in approach is in the long run

more promising by having fewer operational constraints. Both

approaches require accurate bottom positioning acoustic equipment.

2/ Marine Seismic System (MSS) Deployment Phase III," Report No. MSSA01-001,[Rev 0, March, 1982.
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SECTION 6.0 - EPLOV4ENT DRILLSHIPS

6.1 GLOMkR CHALIENGER

As noted earlier, all of the deep ocean MSS technology development

was achieved on the DSDP vessel Glonar Challenger. Figure 6-1

depicts the Glaoar Challenger in service. Although relatively small

in size compared to newer dynamic positioned drillships, it conducted

very successful operations throughout the world for over 14 years.

The major attribute of the Glanar Challenger as compared to other

vessels is its direct experience in deep ocean riserless drilling/

coring and reentry borehole operations. The Glanar Challenger was

the basic capability to perform the deep ocean deployments desired in

this report.

In early 1984 attempts were made to set-up a special deep ocean

coring program for the tEGS and to utilize the Glcmar Challenger.

The ship was offered to the U.S. Government by Global Marine, Inc. to

be used for oil reservoir surveys and specialized DOD type

operations. Apparently, this USGS program will not be established.

The probable outcome for the Glomar Challenger is major ccnversion

for another use or scrappage.

6.2 ALTERNATE DRILISHIPS

A variety of alternate dynamic positioned drillships could be

considered for future MSS type operations. Both drillships and

semisubmersibles could be potentially utilized for the type of

deployment operations herein considered. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are a

partial list of U.S. owned and foreign built vessels to be considered.

In fact, almost all the vessels listed have more extensive equipment7.f and basic capabilities than the Glamar Challenger. Refer to
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Appendix A f or certain important data of these vessels. TheImodifications that would be required for a MSS type deployment ar e

really quite minimal.

IThe charter vessel cost of the listed driliships will vary

considerably depending on ship age, oil field economic conditions,

season, length of charter, potential site hazards, etc. A typical

Projected short-term charter rate for an older vessel could be

between $30,000 to $60,000 per day, while rates for the newer vessels

could be in the $70,000 to $100,000 per day range. Additional

considerations are fuel, supplies, mobilization, field office support

and demobilization cost factors.
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SECTION 7.0 - PROJECTED DEVELPMENT TESTSI
7.1 GENERAL

As noted earlier, several new applications of MSS technology are

being considered. It is probable that single site development

testing would be initially required in order to verify the sensor

specific capabilities and to establish associated data hardware and

software requirements. Deployment of instruments measuring up to 8

inches in diameter have been demonstrated. Borehole instruments up

to 24-inch diameters can be potentially considered. Both shallow

depths (to 2,000 feet) and deepwater sites may be programed. The

deepwater test can be a more expensive undertaking (by at least a

factor of 2 to 3).

7.2 SHRLLOW MTER TEST

A shallow water test of a borehole emplaced seismic system is

currently under consideration by the U.S. Navy. This would be a

specific test to correlate ASW parameters. Detailed seismic

characteristics and instrumentation requirements have not yet been

defined. A shallow water test can be easily accomplished at a number

of U.S. offshore sites. A dynamically positioned drillship, although

desirable, is not required for water depths approaching 2,000 feet.

For shallow depths, however, most drillships carry adequate

anchoring/mooring gear in order to maintain position over the site

for short good weather periods. A high strength drill string would

not be mandatory. The site should be at least 10 miles offshore to

reduce shore and surf noise.

Either a reentry borehole or a through the pipe deployment can be

considered, but a permanent test station site ould require a reentry

encased borehole. As noted in Section 4.0, there are many involved

considerations with either approach, and the decision rests upon the

j projected use of the site and the size of instruments to be used.

7-1
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A major consideration for even a relatively inexpensive test is the

data recording capability. The basic requirements are established by

the data format, range, sensitivity level, number of tracks and timie

period objectives. Fortunately, many recording packages which can be

adapted to this type of application are available. The basic problem

is deciding where to install the recording package, particularly for

extended periods of time. Table 7.1 outlines sane of the options.

All of these options will probably fall within the sane ge ..!ral cost

range, considering all factors, except for the possible hard line

tieup with a nearby (up to 5 miles away) existing platform or

structure. Although each recording option has its specific concern,

all can be quite readily accomplished using basically only the

deployment vessel.

There are four of fshore towers on the edge of the continental shelf

which could be potentially used as instrument platforms~. These

towers form part of the Hatteras East Coast Tracking Range (HECTOR)

operated by the DTNSROC Command.

The project required to provide the necessary subsea equipment, to

deploy that equipment arnd to record the data is not really

extensive. The major cost elements, as summarized on Table 7.2, are

for a permanent 1,000 foot deep emplaced reentry borehole located in

2,000 foot water depth. A 30-day in situ recording capability would

be provided.

The general scenario would be to first define the specific equipment

requirements and to select the borehole package and recording package

configurations as well as the EM cable. Pressure vessel packaging of

the various subsea components would then be undertaken. A deployment

engineering and planning effort would be conducted. An appropriate

standard driflship and mobilization base would be selected.

Procurement of any long lead items (i.e., EM cable, reentry cone,

reentry sonar, special drill string, fixtures, etc.) would be

initiated. Refurbishment of existing MSS equipment would also be

1. accomplished.
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TABLE 7.2

SHALLOW WATER (2,000 FT) TEST COST PROJECrION*

(Commercial DP Drillship)

Borehole Package Procurement & Integration $300,000

Recording Package Procurement & Integration 200,000

EM Cable/Winch Procure 60,000

Deployment Engineering and Planning 100,000

Deployment Equipment Refurbishment 90,000

Ship Charter (30 Days) 800,000

Test Equipment (Shipboard) 60,000

Mobilization and Conversion 80,000

Demobilization 40,000

Recovery Vessel Charter (15 Days) 60,000

Operations Support 120,000

Miscellaneous and Contingency 190,000

$2,100,000

*Does not include Instrumentation Development, Data

Evaluation or Management Costs.

'a[
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At the selected mobilization port, all of the elements would be

received and assembled. All the mechanical and electrical interfaces

would be checked out. A dockside test would be conducted simulating

to the greatest extent possible the at-sea operations.

The ship would then proceed to the site where a deepwater moor would

be installed. A pilot core would be taken preparatory for the

initial reentry cone/conductory casing installation. The borehole

would then be drilled out to depth and encased as directed. Several

reentries may be required for a deeply drilled borehole emplacement.

The borehole package would be deployed at the end of the drillstring

and after reentry, released and lowered into the borehole. Possibly

4 to 5 days of real time recording may be performed. The recording

package or hard line interconnection would then be deployed with

associated recovery equipment.

The drilling vessel would then return for demobilization.

Subsequently, a small workboat type vessel would be chartered to

recover the recording package and/or borehole package, as desired.

The overall integration and deployment would take 9 months to one

year, assuming the borehole instrument could be provided within the

initial 6 months. The drill ship charter is estimated at about 30

days necessary to cover mobilization, transit, on-site operations

(estimated at 10 days) and demobilization.

7.3 DEEATER TEST

A deepwater test can be accomplished at a number of U.S. offshore

sites. A dynamically positioned drillship is required for water

depths over 2,000 feet. The site location should probably be at

least 10 miles offshore to reduce shore and surf noise. At these

depths, a high strength drill string is definitely required. Section

5.0 provides data on drillstring capabilities as a function of depth.

Either a reentry borehole or a through the pipe deployment can be

considered. As noted in Section 4.0, there are many involved
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considerations with either approach. The decision rests upon theI projected use of the site and the size of the selected instruments.

A permanent, reusable test station site would require a reentry

encased borehole.

Of prime importance are the depth of the site, seabed geologic

conditions, and enviromental factors. For deepwater sites theV

drillstring is probably the limiting shipboard handling element.I

The recording capability becomnes a major consideration due to

pressure vessel and/or mooring system restrictions. The basic

requirements are established by the data format, range sensitivity

level, numtber of tracks and time period objectives. Only a f ew

available recording packages can be adapted to this type of 1
application unless a shallow subsurface buoy is utilized. The basic
problem is deciding where to position the recording package,

particularly for extended periods of time. Table 7.3 can be referred

to for an indication of possible recording package installation

concepts. These options will fall within the same general cost

range. Although each recording option has its own specific concern,

all can be quite readily accomplished using basically only the

deployment vessel.

The availability of very long length, high strength, low impedance

deepwater EM cable is very limited. The EM Cable becomes a critical

element particularly if sophisticated and sensitive data recording is

desired.

The project required to provide the necessary subsea deepwater

equipmient, deploy that equipment and record the data is rather

extensive. -The major cost elements, as summarized on Table 7.4,

would be required for a permanent 1, 000 foot emplaced reentry

borehole located in 15,000 foot water depth. A 30-day in situ

recording capability would be provided.

The general scenario would includxe defining the specific equipment

requirements and selecting the borehole package and recording package
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TABLE 7.4

DEEPWAIR_(15,000 FT) TEST COST PIEJECrION*

(Canmercial DP Drillship) .

Borehole Package Procurement & Integration $500,000 .

Recording Package Procurement & Integration 400,000

EM Cable/Winch Procure 150,000

Deployment Engineering and Planning 250,000

Deployment Equipment Refurbishment 120,000

Ship Charter (40 Days) 2,800,000

Test Equipment (Shipboard) 80,000

Mobilization and Conversion 120,000

Demobilization 50,000

Recovery Vessel Charter (15 Days) 80,000

Operations Support 380,000

IRR Mooring/Subsea Buoy 200,000

Miscellaneous and Contingency 480,000

$5,610,000

* Does not include Instrumentation Development, Data

Evaluation or Management Costs.

1-
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positioned drillship and mobilization base would be selected.

Procurement of any long lead items (i.e., reentry cone, reentry

sonar, special drillstring, fixtures, etc.) would be initiated.

Refurbishment of existing MSS equipment would also be accomplished.

At the selected mobilization port, all of the elements would be

received and assembled. All the mechanical and electrical interfaces

would be checked out. A dockside test would be conducted simulating

to the greatest extent possible the at-sea operations. A special

shallow water checkout should be considered dependent on the

complexity of the equipment and the experience of the crew.

The drillship would then proceed to the site whe re a subsea

positioning beacon would be established. A pilot core would be taken

preparatory for the initial reentry cone/conductory casing

installation. The borehole would then be drilled out to depth and

encased as directed. Several reentries would be required for a deep

borehole emplacement. The borehole package would be deployed at the

end of the drillstring and after reentry, released and lowered into

the borehole. Possibly 4 to 5 days of real time recording may be

per formed. The recording package would then be deployed with

associated recovery equipment.

The drilling vessel would then return for demobilization.

Subsequently, a medium sized oceanographic research vessel or large

workboat would be chartered to recover the recording package and/or

borehole package, as desired.

The overall integration and deployment would take 18 to 24 months,

assuming the borehole instrument could be provided within the initial-

12 months. The drillship charter is estimated at about 40 days in

order to cover mobilization, transit, on-site operations (estimated

at 20 days) and demobilization.

I7-
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SECTION 8.0 - DE.WATER OPERATIONAL PROGRAM

8 .1 IN RODUCTICN

A string of deepwater operational borehole sites can be installed by

basically utilizing the deployment and emplacement techniques already

discussed. The major considerations are:

" Specific site(s) parameters

" Instrumentation package characteristics and capabilities

* Weather and environmental conditions

* Canmunication network

The MSS development program has demonstrated that the first three

considerations can probably all be accommodated. However, the

biggest unknown is the communications requirements, particularly if a

rapid data feedback is necessary. The coninunications network can be

either a recoverable recording package, a hard line link to existing

subsea circuits, satellite communications, a long wave radio system

or acoustic data transmission. Pop-up buoy systems can be utilized

for either of the radio communications approaches. Each of the above

networks presents different specific requirements, but all should be

resolved, though with difficulty, as part of the deployment scenario

herein envisioned.

8.2 PR)GRAM ELEMENTS

A deployment program of 8 to 12 deepwater sites positioned across the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans has been projected. An operational

deployment subprogram would be made up of the major cost elements as

defined in Table 8.1. These elements would form part of a larger

national strategic system.

8.3 SCH DULE

The overall deployment of 8 to 12 stations herein considered would

probably require about 30 months to accomplish assuming the sensor
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TABLE 8.1

MULTIPLE SITE OPERATIONAL DEPLOYME~NT PROGRAMS

(Commercial DP Drillship)

Instrument Package Develop & Hardware $ 6,500,000

Communications/Data Recording Develop &Hardware 3,900,000

Deployment System Engineering 1,500,000

Shallow Water Checkout 600,000

Deployment Hardware Procurement 3,200,000

Ship Charter (9 months) 14,600,000 ~
Mobilization 700,000

Operations, Fuel and Supplies 1,500,000

Demobilization 500,000

Recovery/Maintenance Support (1 year) 1,200,000

Miscellaneous and Contingency 3,300,000

$ 37,500,000

The costs constitute only rough estimates of an 8-12 multiple deep

ocean site deployment program but are indicative of the magnitude.
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instrm entat ion needs only to be packaged into a deepwater

configuration. Actual at-sea operations should be accomplished in an

approximate 9-month period if the projected sites are near to each

other. Figure 8-1 depicts a typical projected schedule.

8.4 BRIEF S(ENNRIO

Based upon specified requirements, deepwater packaging of the defined

borehole instrument would be initiated. In parallel, development of

either a recording package, a communications buoy or a hard line

connection would begin. A comprehensive evaluation of all projected
station sites would be undertaken, and a tentive schedule would be
established taking into account difficult site and probable weather

conditions. A preliminary operations plan would be prepared from

which to establish specific vessel and support equipment requirements.

Upon selection of the deployment vessel, detailed design of the

subsea and specialized shipboard handling would be accomplished.

Major procurement action on long lead items (i.e., drill pipe,

winches, BHA, etc.) would be initiated. A preliminary mobilization

and logistics support plan would be prepared. A comprehensive ground

test checkout and shallow water demonstration would be defined. A

base port of operations would also be established.

At or near the selected port of operations, ccnversion of the

drillship would take place including installation of special

shipboard handling equipment. During this period final development

and checkout functional testing would be accomplished. Dockside

testing of various integrated equipment subsystems would be

performed, as applicable. After necessary developmental and shore

test checkout was accomplished, a shallow water demonstration would

be performed to demonstrate the equipment capabilities, personnel

training, procedures and data '-ransmittal techniques. This

demonstration would take about a month to accomplish and in some

cases would perhaps initially utilize breadboard type hardware/

software.
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possibly be conducted into Atlantic and Pacific legs. Each leg would

Ibe 4 o6months in duration. Crew changeover, refueling and

resupply would be scheduled every 6 to 8 weeks and would be

accomplished in foreign ports, as necessary. It is assumed that the

drilling ship would require at least one trip through the Panama

Canal.

Operations at each projected site would require an average of 20 days

for borehole emplacement, deployment, plus real time recording.

Certain stations may require up to 30 days to allow for possible

severe weather holds. In addition to the program's specialized

equzipment, fuel, food, etc., the major expendables would include the

casing, borehole cones, and cement.

The demobilization portion of the overall program would be completed

with the reconversion of the drilling vessel. All program-procured

shipboard handling equipment would be stored, as directed.
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Length, Beam, Draft: Fathometer: 1'i
Length: 400' - Beam: 65'2'' Draft: 9'2" EDO Model 185
(Light ship) RDF Unit:

Displacement Bendix Model ADF-100
4,470 L.T. (Light ship) Intercom System:

Centerwell: Sound powered telephone system. A
22' x 24' Welding Machine: I

Propulsion: 2- Lincoln 300 amp. electric dri, en.
Diesel electric, twin screw, driven by GE 752 Reserve Mud:,,
RI electric motors. 2,490 barrels

Ground Tackle: Drilling Water:
3 - I 11,000 lb. anchors with 900' 2'' anchor 4,769 barrels
chain. Bulk Mud:

Anchor Winches: 12, 300 cu. ft.
American Hoist and Derrick Company Bulk Cement:
2-1 16" galvanized wire, diesel driven. N A

Cranes-
1 - Mariner 500, 50 ton, diesel.
I - 15 ton, diesel.

Auxiliary Pumps:
Fuel
Salt water
Fresh water

Compressed Air System:
1 - 3.2 CFM 100 PSI air compressor
2 - 358 125 PSI air compressors with after
coolers
1 - 22 CFM 100 PSI emergency air compres-
sor

Water Distillation Unit:
2 - Aqua Chem

Radio:
Northwest Instruments Model NW-38 radio-
telephone and RCA type CRM CIC radio-
telegraph.

Radar:
2 - Decca Model RM 914

n_ jLIMH r



Sack Material Storage: Mud Pumps:
12,000 sacks 2 - National type, N-1300 duplex power

Fuel: slush pumps driven by dual GE 752, 800 HP
16,568 barrels each.

Potable Water: Mud Mixing Pump:
1,019.2 barrels 2 - Mission 6 x 8R centrifugals, 75 HP each.

Derrick: Traveling Block:142' x 61' x .38' special design galvanized National, 500 ton cap. with special guide rail

with 1,000,O0hookload capacity, API rating. rollers.
Drawworks: Swivel:

I National type, 1625 DE, with Elrnagco type National type N- 1324, 3 35 ton.
eddy current brake; driven by 2 GE 752 RI National type NSF-650, 450 ton.
electric motors, with 1 drilling line and Air Tuggers:
26,000' ., sand line, 8 - 2,000 lb. capacity

Rotary Table: I - 4,000 lb. capacity
Power swivel 3 - 4,000 lb. capacity

2 - 5.000 lb. capacity
Rotary Hose:

, 3V," x 65,
Crown Block:

National 7b0-H, 500 ton capacity.
Master Bushing:

None
Drill Pipe:

5" drill pipe, Grade S-1 35, 19.5 lb. ft., Range
2

Drill Collars:
81/4 " OD x 0'
7 "OD x 30'

logging Unit:
None

BOP Control System:
* None

BOP Stack:
None

Riser Tensioning:
None

I
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Full Dynamic Stationing in Water Depths to 6,000 feet
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SEDCO/BP 471
Sample Load for a Two Well Program (90 Days)y

Wellhead and Guidance Equipment Riser
3 30" wellheads and extensions 13 st 60 50 ft Joints of Buoyed Riser 422 st
3 16'/4" wellheads and extensions 20 st 27 50 ft Joints of Unbuoyed Riser 112 st
3 Permanent Guide Bases 57 st Various Pup Joints 12 st F

3 Temporary Guide Bases 10 st 2 Telescopic Joint 28 st

100 st 514 st -

B.O.P. Stacks

Casing 2 16"4 10,000 psi W.P. Blowout

400 ft 30" Conductor 310 lb/ft 62 st Preventers 330 st

2,000 ft 20" Casing 94 lb/ft 94 st
7,000 ft 131' Casing 68 lb/ft 238 st 330 st

18,000 ft 9" Casing 47 lb/ft 423 st Mud and Cement I
25,000 ft 7" Casing 29 lb/ft 362 st 5250 cu ft Cement at 94 lb/cu ft 242 st

3850 cu ft Bentonite at 60 lb/cu ft 116 st
1.179 st 4200 cu ft Barite at 135 lb/cu ft 284 st I

7500 cu ft Sack Material 281 st

Drill Pipe
15,000 ft 19.5 lb/ft 5" Grade E 146 st 923 st
6,000 ft 19.5 lb/ft 5" S 135 59 st Tank Storage

10,000 ft 15.5 lb/ft 31'.," Grade E 78 st Fuel and Lube Oil 3,079 st

30 Joints of "Heviwate" Drill Pipe 23 st Salt Water Ballast 614 st

Drill Water 1,862 st

306 st Potable Water 150 st

6 9 Drll Cllas 20St iscelanous5,705 StDrill Collars
6 91/2" Drill Collars 20 st Miscellaneous

28 8" Drill Collars 63 st Provisions 30 st
6 8" Drill Collars with 3'1" Bore 13 st Personnel and Effects 25 st

48 6'/2" Drill Collars 66 st Various Tools 180 st
24 43/" Drill Collars 18 st

180 st 235 st
Total Load 9,532 st
Total Displacement 18,431 st

I.
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SEDCO 472
Sample Load for a Two Well Program (90 Days)

Wellhead and Guidance Equipment Riser
3 30" wellheads and extensions 13 st 60 50 ft Joints of Buoyed Riser 422 st
3 163/'. wellheads and extensions 20 st 27 50 ft Joints of Unbuoyed Riser 112 st
3 Permanent Guide Bases 57 st Various Pup Joints 12 st
3 Temporary Guide Bases 10 st 2 Telescopic Joint 28 st

100 st 574 st

B.O.P. Stacks
Casing 1 161-. 10,000 psi W.P. Blowout

400 ft 30" Conductor 310 lb/ft 62 st Preventers 207st
2,000 ft 20" Casing 94 lb/ft 94 st
7,000 ft 13 / " Casing 68 lb/ft 238 st 207 st

18,000 ft 9,8" Casing 47 lb/ft 423 st Mud and Cement
25,000 ft 7" Casing 29 lb/ft 362 st 5250 cu ft Cement at 94 Ib/cu ft 242 st

3850 cu ft Bentonite at 60 lb/cu ft 116 st

4200 cu ft Barite at 135 lb/cu ft 284 st
7500 cu ft Sack Material 281 st

Drill Pipe _

15,000 ft 19.5 lb/ft 5" Grade E 146 st 923 st
6,000 ft 19.5 lb/ft 5" S 135 59 st Tank Storage

10,000 ft 15.5 lb/ft 3" Grade E 78 st Fuel and Lube Oil 3,079 st
30 Joints of "Heviwate" Drill Pipe 23 st Salt Wa er Batlast 614 st

Drill Water 1.862 st
306 st Potable Water 150 st

Drill Collars 5,705 st

6 9',2" Drill Collars 20 st Miscellaneous
28 8" Drill Collars 63 st Provisions 30 stI

6 8" Drill Collars with 3" Bore 13 st Personnel and Effects 25 st
48 6'2" Drill Collars 66 st Various Tools 180 st
24 4 4" Drill Collars 18 st _ _I

180 st 235 st
Total Load 9,409 st
Total Displacement 18,097 st

ii
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I

DISCOVERER SEVEN SEAS
SELF-PROPELLED DYNAMICALLY POSITIONED DRILLSHIP 1
Rated Drilling Depth: 25,000 feet 1 Opera

Principal Particulars Positioning ......... Dynamically positioned with Six Centrifu

Length Between (6) 3,000 hp Bird Johnson con- Gas Det
Perpendiculars .......... 486 feet trollable pitch right angle thrusters

........... and twin main propulsion screws
Length Overall ........... 534 feet Stationkeeping System ... Honeywell computerized Auto- 1 Drill Pipe

Beam Overall .............. 80 feet matic Station Keeping system I

Hull Depth ................ 32 feet (ASK) using acoustic reference
with hard wired ball joint angle

Draft, Drilling ............. 24 feet 9 inches indicators as backup sensors.

Draft at Loadline .......... 24 feet 9 inches i
Lightship Displacement ... 12,708 long tons Drilling Equipment
Moon Pool.26 feet diameter Derrick ..................... Pyramid, 46 ft. x54 ft. basex170ft . Motion

MonPol................ 26fe imtrhigh, 665-ton GNCi
Propulsion ................. Twin propellers, 15 ft. 6 in.

diameter, powered by eight (8) Substructure ............... 54 ft. x 46 ft, x 39 ft., special design

2,000 hp GE CD9664 D.C. motors, to allow storage of B.OP. stack at Riser To
providing a total input of 16,000 hp deck level 1
totwinFalkmarinereductiongears Drawworks ................ Continental Emsco C-3, type I1,
(5.85 to 1 ratio) 3,000 hp with special grooving for

Calm Water Speed ........ 14 knots 11/4 in. drilling line, Elmagco 7838 Pipe Ha
eddy current brake, TCB Crown- 1

Regulatory Body Classification O-Matic 1

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) Ice Class 1A Rotary ..................... Continental Emsco 49'/2 in with

Al + AMS @ @ MobileDrillingUnitforunrestricted 3.96 to 1 reduction ratio powered ] - Subse
worldwide ocean use by 750 hp motor 1-12S
Lloyd's Register of Shipping Prime Movers ............. Six (6) EMD MD 20E9, 2,500 KW. Riser

4,160 volt, 3-phase diesel electric

Regulatory Body Approvals generators and one (1) EMD MD 1
Meets United States Coast Guard standards 12E8, 1050 KW generator

Panama and Suez Canal Tonnage Regulations Auxiliary Power ........... One (1)CaterpillarD398V-12 with
DEN Certificate of Fitness 550 KW A.C. generator 1

Emergency Power ........ One (1) Caterpillar D3304, 90 KW J
Registry A.C. generator - Diverter

Panama D.C. Power Distribution ... GE SCR Modules, GE 752 drilling Ram Pre
motors 1

Owner Crown Block .............. Pyramid, 665-ton capacity - Annular

Offshore International, S.A. Traveling Block ........... Continental Emsco RA-60-6, six
(6) 60 in. sheaves, 650-ton capacity 1 7

Capacities Hook ....................... Byron Jackson, 550 Dynaplex. I
Variable Load Capacity ... 8,508 long tons 500-ton capacity

Tubular Storage ........... 400 ft. of 30 in. casing, 2,500 ft. of Swivel ...................... Continental Emsco LB-650, 650- 1 Spare B
20 in. casing, 8,000 ft. of 131/8 in. ton nominal capacity, 471-ton API B.O.P. C
casing, 20,000 ft. of 9% in. casing, bearing rating capacity
15,000 ft. of 7 in. casing, 15,000 ft. Mud Pumps ............... Two (2) Gardner Denver 1,600 hp Choke a
of42 in. casing, 20,OOOft. of 2 Iein. PZ-11, 7 in. bore x 11 in. stroke
tubing, 23,000 ft. of 5 in. drill pipe Degasser..............One (1) Wellco series 5200. 1,400 1.1

Bulk Mud .................. 12,000 cu. ft. GPM capacity

Bulk Cement .............. 4,800 cu. ft. Desander .................. One (1) Pioneer S 3-121,500GPM U 1

Seck Material ............. 22,000 cu. ft. capacity Auxlll
Liquid Mud ................ Active: 1,800 bbls. Desilters ................... Two (2) Pioneer T-16-4, each rated Accom

Reserve: 2,400 bbls at 800 GPM
Diesel Fuel OIl ............ 22,297 bbls. Shale Shaker .............. One (1) Brandt dual tandem rated I U
Drilling Water..........12,683 bbls. 1,600 GPM at 20/40 mesh and 800 i Cranes

GPM at 40/80 mesh based on 16 0
Potable Water ............. 1,400 bbls PPG mud ]



],

t " Operating Water Depth: Minimum: 250 feet Maximum: 6,000 feet

ix Centrifuge ............. Pioneer decanting Helicopter Deck ........ 83 ft. x 83 ft. to accommodate
' Gas Detection System ..... Sieger 1300 for combustible and Sikorsky S-61 helicopter, refueling

rs H2S gas detection station with 2,000 gal. storage tank
Nvgaio Eqipet. oplt hightio sesnaiato. Drill Pipe .................. 13,000 ft. of 5 in. O.0., Grade "G" Navigation Equipment ... Complete high seas navigation

0m 19.50 lbs./ft., internally plastic equipment, environmental motion

coated drill pipe, 4/2 in. I.F. connec- monitoring system and data re-
le tions; 7,000 ft. of 5 in. O.D., Grade cording
e -135" 19.50 lbs./ft. internally CommunicationI plastic coated drill pipe, 42 in. I.F. Equipment ................. Conquerer SD-1500 W SSB main

connections transmitter, two (2) single side-

Motion Compensator ...... HSMC, 400,000 lbs. nominal op- band systems, Watch Receiver, one
ft. 1 erating capacity with pinned (1) marine VHF-FM radio, two (2)

capacity of 1,200,000 lbs., 18 ft. portable lifeboat radios, sound

nominal, 20 ft. maximum stroke powered telephone, P.A. system

at Riser Tensioners ........... Ten (10) HSMC riser tensioners Water Distillation Units ... Two (2) waste heat NMrex units1 1 each rated at 100,000 lbs. pull, 65 capable of 600 GPH
II, 1 1 in. sheaves Waste Treatment .......... Two (2) Sasakura-Trident T-100
or Pipe Handling System ..... Byron Jackson automatic 3-arm units

n-8 ] I pipe handling system consisting Lifesaving Equipment .... Four (4) 64-person diesel powered
of upper, intermediate and lower lifeboats, two (2) 25-person life
racker arms rafts, two (2) 15-person life rafts,

th two (2) 6-person life rafts
y Subsea and Well Control Equipment - Firefighting Equipment ... Firefighting system with seventy-

L H2S Service nine (79) hydrants, seventy-eight
Riser ....................... 6,000 ft. of Regan FCF-8, 181/4 in. (78) dry powder fire extinguishers,

0.c., 0.688 in. wall thickness, twenty-four (24) CO 2 fire extin-
Special 42 in. flotation cans, with guishers, seventy-six (76) bottle
adjustable air columns. All riser fixed CO. firefighting system, one

ith components suitable for H2S ser- (1) 640 gal. fixed foam system for

vice. Two (2) 50 ft. stroke Regan helideck

W telescopic joints. Special Features and Equipment
Dlverler System ........... Regan KFDS
greenysters ...... To (ameron type "U"dGuidelineless Re-entry .... Special down hole TV and outside-

g Ram Preventers...........Two (2) Cameron type U" double, the-drill pipe TV with integrated
163/ in., 10,000 psi w.p. acoustic beacon

Annular Preventers ........ Two (2) Hydril GL, 163/4 in., 10,000 Emergency Disconnect

six psi w.p., two (2) Vetco H-4 hy- System ..................... Parameters tied into alarms and
draulic connectors and a special automatic sequence will activate
design Vetco flex joint in lieu of a specified BOP. functions and

tx, standard pressure balanced ball disconnect the riser
joint Video Displays ............ Current drilling parameters dis-

-" ! [ Spare BOP Stack ......... Identical to equipment listed above plays at four (4) locations on thePi B.O.P. Control System ..... Stewart & Stevenson multiplex vessel, B.O.P. TV and diver TV
system with acoustic backup displayed at four (4) locations

hp Choke and Kill System ..... McEvoy 10,000 psi dual choke and Prime Power Management
e * r kill manifold with McEvoy valves, System ............... Power distribution/allocation

. L two (2) McEvoy manually adjust- managed byHoneywellcomputer.
able chokes, and two (2) IMCO Power requirements are predicted
remote controlled chokes by continuous analysis of environ-

Auxiliary Equipment mental conditions, and a control
system adjusts engine loads

ed Accommodations .......... Air-conditioned quarters for 134 accordingly. A limiting control
persons, galley and messroom fa- loop prevents drilling machinery

ed [ cilities, five (5) berth hospital from using power required forE Cranes ..................... Two (2) Bucyrus Erie MK-35 with station keeping. Should this occur,
.0 80 ft. booms and two (2) MK-60 another prime mover is auto-

I [with 129 ft. booms matically started.
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=-P'IOPELLED SEMISUBMERSIBLE

[ .Characteristics Variable Capacities
e Drilling depth to 30,000 feet. Condition Deck Load

SI e Ice strengthened pontoons and columns. (metric tons)

I Operating draft of 29 meters (95 feet). Transit 5,000

" Helideck to accommodate Boeing Chinook 234 Operating 5,000
[ T or Sikorsky S-61. Survival 5,000

9 Accommodations for 110 to 150 persons. Deck Icing 500

* Eight thrusters.

[ i Maximum Storage Capacities
Capacity Unit

• Regulatory Bodies Drill Water 15,000 bbls.
-The Henry Goodrich will be registered under United Potable Water 4,000 bbls.
States flag and designed and constructed in com- Fuel Oil 22,500 bbls.L pliance with the current regulations of the following Liquid Mud 5,500 bbls.
regulatory agencies: Bulk Mud 708 cu. meters

e United States Coast Guard 25,000 cu. feet
e Canadian Oil and Gas Lands Administration Bulk Cement 283 cu. meters
e Newfoundland and Labrador Petroleum Direc- 10,000 cu. feet

torate Sack Storage 12,000 sacksL I: Department of Energy - United Kingdom
Norwegian Maritime Directorate/ Norwegian Draft and Displacement
Petroleum DirectorateSLSCondition Draft Displacement
SOLAS Co(meters) (metric tons)

Transit 12.7 33,100
F Drilling 29 45,000

...Environmental Conditions Survival 24 41,200
Wave Height 33.5 meters

Wind Speed 115 knots Principal Particulars
--Current 2.5 knots Length Breadth Depth

(meters) (meters) (meters)
Machinery
Deck 75 75 8

Water Depth Capability Pontoons 96.4 15 13I Condition Minimum Maximum Column(meters) (meters) Spacing 62 62Sit on Bottom 15 30 Pontoons Deck Length

i Chain Moored 92 610 (meters) (meters) (meters)
' Dynamically Column

Positioned 92 3048+ Size 15 13 27[E



SEVERE ENVIRONMENT I

SELF-PROPELLED SEMISUBMERSIBLE

The H'nry Goodrich represents a new generation essential characteristics for a dynamically positioned
of semisubmersible designed to meet the growing rig.The diesels are capable of burning heavy fuels or 4
needs of the offshore industry in severe and arctic high sulfur fuels. Engine waste heat can be recycled
climates worldwide. The twin hull, self-propelled in colder climates to generate steam, and assist in
semisubmersible is a world class vessel, capable of making pot. ble and drill water, andpreheating fuel.
drilling in any environment with a maximum of MI)S TM1

safey an peronne comirt.The mud system will accommodate both water
The flexible operating characteristics of the unit b~ased and oil based muds, The state-of-the-art system

include the ability to drill in three different modes: includes provisions for five shale shakers, two
resting on the seabed in shallow water depths, con- centrifuges, and three slush pumps. Enclosed mud
ventionally moored in depths to 610 meters, or pits can handle 5,500) barrels of liquid mud.1
dynamically positioned in :3,050 meters of water. BPHN)IGSSE

A high variable capacity of 5,500 metric tons The BOP house is arranged for two 1814 inch,
allows the Goodrich to move on location, drill and 15,000 psi guideline or guidelineless BOP's. The 1
complete an average well without resupply. overhead handling equipment is designed to lift the

ACCOMMOD)ATIONS BOP stack in one piece. A special moveable guide.
The Henry Goodrich is designed with the utmost structure provides controlled recovery of the BO P

in cew afet an comortin ind.Up o 15 peple through the splash zone to the drill floor. Because the
in crew afetymadof in mnend.U two 150 pople, stack is deployed through the drill floor, the integral
ecn bet acommoated inth Toinse ndh twow mroms rotary table and riser spider are mounted to skid

eac wth pivte at. o isue Igcrwmal quickly out of the way. Ten riser tensioners, with a j
during long winter months in northern latitudes, total capacity of 1.6 million pounds, are enclosed to
crew facilities are designed to include a gymnasium, simplify winterization and maintenance problems.
sauna, whirlpool, cinema, electronic game room, and The riser rack can accommodate more than 10,000 1
four recreation rooms. feet of air can or syntactic foam riser in 75 foot joints. L
SAF~ETY EQUIPMENT MOORING SYSTEM

All safety equipment meets the latest require-Thpltom origste epoyveic
ments of national authorities. Lifeboat platforms are shaft type windlasses. This design allows the
covered to prevent icing and to allow for timely, safe operator and all machinery to work below decks.
debarkation in extreme conditions. Only the chain and wildcat are exposed to the outside

Large warehouses and other storage areas are environment.
arranged to facilitate loading from either side of the OTHER FEATURES
platform.- The drill floor, BOP enclosure, pipe rack and
(CENTRAIAZED) CONTROL AR EAS heavy tool store are located on the same deck level to

The bridge, ballast control, and electrical control allow easy access to the drill floor. Bridge cranes over 4
* areas are centralized to minimize super- both the riser and pipe racks insure safe handling of

visory personnel requirements. In addition to modern tubulars in severe sea states.
* navigation and communications equipment, the Sheltered access from below decks facilitate

Goodrich employs a computer based monitoring and simple transfers of equipment and enable rig per-
control system with capabilities ranging from power sonnel to work efficiently in a shirt sleeve environ-
management and engine alarm monitoring to inven- ment year round.

* tory control and satellite data transmission. Multi- The deep draft and efficient design of the
* plexed control signals are transmitted over fiber pontoons and columns provide exceptional motion
* optics to eliminate electrical interference, characteristics in any sea state. D~ynamic positioning..

POWER GENERATION capabilities and ice strengthened columns an d
The rig power package comprises eight large pontoons enable the Goodrich to extend its drilling J

bore, medium speed four cycle diesel engines with a season in arctic regions.
combined generating capacity of approximately The Henry Goodrich is under construction at
37,400 KW. The engines operate well under minimum Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding's Tamano ]

' loads and have efficient fuel consumption rates, two Works, and will be delivered on July 18, 1985.
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Dimensions and Data

Dimensions', and Data On Tool Joint Pin and Box Threaded Connections

THEORETICAL PROPERTIES
THREAD DATA OF PIN AT GAGE POINT Radial Radil

- -- - - -Width Width
PichTaper TnieDiem. of of Box of set

PIN BOR E Dism. No. pe teghPolar 0.0. Counterbare Shoulder Shoulder
Nouea ona Gg hras eton Tonsion .t Yfifd Section of Pin in Box Before Contact

Sift Type of 0.0. L.). Are. Point lper Diam. Thread Area' Point Modulus at Base at Shoulder Bevelintl Fact
Inch"s Connection Inches Inh rS.Is. Inches Inh Inches Form Sq. Ins. Lbs. Cu. Ins. Inches Inches inches Inches

2%6 'UnhI~t 3V, :PiAs
1 

3.126 Wi 3 *3. , 402.250 270.040 -L140. 47f.26 .4 ~?~
Rus) 56 205 '218C 4 -2 Mo a M90 4 33.8 244 2876 ; L 21.2 .8

(V.03811- ... *5-

-NC6(NLset0 36 .~j 33 36 1 o 40 3.20 384675 3.22 309 
5

%u--- 209 4
RUM)4 4ta.i5) 2.1 313.680 .44. 876 -.21Y .1 ~

(v .065) . ..

Sm e40S 3%t 3.m673 'i 3 156 Mod. H90 3440 3395 .6775 3,% 3% -375 .,281

32% ITWAI L 3%4 2.435 3.0 4 24. 03 -. 313.680 6 3 2.381?76 38 .2

.Z- (V.045) .219

1t3 .'k 114 511 .21 3540 JiB4 34 -2'. V40S .,3 643,125 4.27I3 91 400 3A-7 51

SM, Nof 4% 5.e 664 -3M1 3 j% Mod V0 ,4.45 5343,950 6.08 38125 -3% 375 t23
- _ : V.0381 - - ~ -: . ,.. - :

4 8U41INt8 6O V4. 329647 86 ."Is 2~ V.038 44J1 715 24 84 4 4 .

(V.065) .t. 3,9 336-1. ZJ-* 3.4 5 . v:: 040 13.k 705

Felt -.iii 79702 6.62 3.84 877 '43. 3( 2M6098

IC101L 454h V.0381 &25- 58300 L5.2- 520 S
4
%." .336 .6

-5.662 (V .065) .-

51 F~tten '~ 7 1540 591 4 . 050 190 4 615 .013 4 5825 4&& .531 -.

U-IM % 4,66 4 -2 v 43 .' 2065 59' 56.2 604381 % .35-Z

Fd1 to..1 .. 5.7 1935 6.' NOW- 9V05 V07 . 11.600 3.125 4753 41V. 458 433

. !. - - .- k -- .1.__1

'igoo 7.13 913.47 0'.5 46tI 2000

WAo 6o~ 0- 0V .065) 7Ml 90115 12.3l 41Y 15 934 9A0 672stb

I:;: j[ILAs) 6 105 SW 4 2 -' V0O 3,10 1= .s S 3
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Make-up Torque for Tool Joint Connections

Recommended Minimum OD* and Make-up Torque of Weld-on Type Tool Joints Based on Torsional Strength of
Box and Drill Pipe

DRILL PIPE DATA NEW TOOL JOINT DATA PREMIUM CLASS CLASS2

Mon. Box MakeUp Mon. BOX Make-up
Miin. Shoulder Torque Min, ShoulderT

Noon. Nom. Type Cam. New New Torsional D Wanh For Min. 00 With
so WL Upset 00 ID Yield Make-Up Tool Eccentric 00 To Tool Eccentric O Too

and Stre.gth Toarque Jor Wear join Joint Wear JWi
on. lb ft Grade in. in. b -lb in. in. ft4b in. on.

5 19.50 I.E.U. 75 APINCS0(X.H.) 6-3/8 3-3/4 37700 18900 5-7/8 15/64 15800 5-25/32 3/16 13300

19.50 I.E.U. 95 APINCS0(X.H.): 6-3/8 3-1/2 44900 22400 6-1/32 5:16 20200 5-29/32 1/4 16700

19.50 I.E.U. 105 APINCS0(X.H.)t 6-1/2 3-1/4 51400 25800 6-3/32 11132 21900 5-31/32 9/32 18400

19.50 I.E.U. 135 APINCS0(X.H.)t 6-5/8 2-3/4 63400 31800 6-5/16 29!64 28400 6-1/8 23/64 22900
19.50 I.EU. 135 5-1/2 F.H. 7-1/4 3-1/2 72500 36300 6-3!4 3;8 2880J 6-19/32 19164 23400

25.60 I.E.U. 75 API NC50(X.H.)4 6-3/8 3-1/2 "900' 22400 6-1/32 5/16 20200 5-29/32 1/4 16700
25.60 I.E.U. 75 .5-1/2FH. 7 3-1/2 62200 31500 6-1/2 1/4 20200 6-3/8 3/16 16100

25.60 I.E.U. 95 API NC50(X.H.) 6-1/2 3 57000 2860C 6-3/16 25'64 24700 6-1/32 5/16 22000

25.60 i.E.U. 95 5-1/2F.H. 7 3-1/2 62200 31500 6-21i32 21/64 25500 6-1!2 1/4 20200

25.60 I.E.U. 105 API NCS0(X.H.)$ 6-5/8 2-3/4. 63400 31800 6-9/32 7/16 27500 6-1/8 23/64 22900
25.60 I.E.U. 105 5-1/2 F.M 7-1/4 3-1/2 72500 36300 6-23/32 23/64 27700 6-9/16 9/32 22300

25.0 I.E.U. 135 5-1/2 F.H. 7-1/4 3-1/4 77700 38900 6-15/16 15/32 35500 6-3/4 3.'8 28800

5-1.2 21.90 I.E.U. 75 FH. 7 4 56300 28000 6-15/32 15164 19200 6-3/8 3/16 16200

21.90 I.E.U. 95 F.H. 7 3-3/4 62200 31500 6-5/8 5/16 24500 6-1/2 1/4 20300

21.90 (E.U. 105 FH. 7-114 3-1/2 72500 36300 6-23/32 23164 27700 6-9,'16 932 22400

21.90 I.E.U. 135 F.H. 7-1/2 3 86800 43700 6-15/16 15/32 35500 6-3/4 318 28800

24.70 I.E.U. 75 F.H. 7 4 56300 28000 6-17/32 17/64 21300 6-7"16 7,32 18200

24.70 I.E.U. 95 FlH. 7-1/4 3-1/2 72500 36300 6-23'32 2364 27700 6-916 9i32 22400

24.70 I.E.U. 105 F.H. 7-1/4 3-1/2 72500 36300 6-25/32 25/64 29900 6-5/8 5/16 24500

24.70 I.E.U. 135 FH. 7-1/2 3 86800 43700 7-1/32 33,64 39000 6-27!32 27/64 32100

The use of outside diameters (00) smaller than those listed in the table may be acceptable on Sim Hole (SH) tool joints due to special
service requirea:nts.

2 -Tool joint with s imensions shown has a lower torsional yield ratio than the 0.80 which is generally used.
3 Recommenoed make-up torque is based on 72.000 psi stress.

Tool joint diameters specified are required to retain torsional strength in the tool joint comparable to the torsional strength of the attached
drill pipe. These Should be adequate tr all service. Tool joints with torsional strengths considerably below that of the drill pipe may be
adequate tor much drilling service.
Tool joint diameters specified are recommended by API Spec 7.

Minimum 00. for box shoulder, and makeup torque values listed were determined using the following critena:
a. Calculations for recommended tool joint makeup torque are based on the use of a thread compound containing 40-60% by weight o finely

powdered metallic zinc containing no more than 0.3% total sulfur applied to all threads and shoulders. Calculations are also based on a
tensile stress of 50% of the minimum tensile yield for new joints and 60% for used joints.

b. In calculation of torsional strengths of tool joints, both new and worn. the bevels of the tool joint shoulders are disregarded.
c. Premium Class Drill Stnng is based on dnll pipe having uniform wear and a minimum wall thickness of 80%.
d. Class 2 Drill String allows dnill pipe with a minimum wall thickness of 650o with all wear on one side.
e The tool joint to pipe torsional ratios that are used here I 0.80) are recommendations only and it should be realized that other combinations of

dimensions may be used A giver assembly that is suitable for certain service may be inadequate 'or some areas and over-designe0 for
others

I i:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I


